
Matlab Programming
(Part 1)

Winter semester 



 Learning general programming in MATLAB

 Working with some MATLAB toolboxes

 Improving data analysis skill

 Introduction to Pattern Recognition

Course goals



 Homework ( 4 )

 Final project ( 6 )

 Final exam (10)

Total (20)

Course score



Generations of languages

 First generation (machine level) 

 Second generation (device dependent)

 Third generation (C, Fortran, Java) 

 Fourth generation (for specific purpose) (MATLAB)

 Fifth generation (Prolog)
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MATLAB

MATLAB® (matrix laboratory) is a high-level language and

interactive environment that enables you to perform

computationally intensive tasks easier and faster than with

traditional programming languages such as C, C++, and

Fortran.

It was created in the late 1970s by Cleve Moler to

give his students access to LINPACK and

EISPACK without having to learn Fortran.



Essentials

There are three essential requirements for successful

MATLAB applications:

 You must learn the exact rules for writing MATLAB

statements and using MATLAB utilities.

 You must know the mathematics associated with the

problem you want to solve.

 You must develop a logical plan of attack the algorithm

for solving a particular problem.



MATLAB Environment

The window in the desktop that
concerns us for now is the
Command Window, where the
special >> prompt appears.



Arithmetic

Type 2+3 after the >> prompt, followed by Enter (press the

Enter key) as indicated by <Enter>:

Next try

>> 3–2 <Enter>

>> 2*3 <Enter>

>> 1/2 <Enter>

>> 2ˆ3 <Enter>

>> 2\1 <Enter>

Now enter the following commands:

>> 2.*3  <Enter>

>> 1./2  <Enter>

>> 2.ˆ3  <Enter>

>> 2/0   <Enter>

>> 2/Inf <Enter>

>> 0/0   <Enter>



Variables

Now we will assign values to variables to do arithmetic

operations with the variables:

>> a=2     <Enter>
>> a=a+7 <Enter>
>> b=3;    <Enter>

>> a=4; b=6; <Enter>
>> c=a+b      <Enter>

several commands separated by semicolons (or commas)

can be put on one line.

>> x=2; y=3; z=x+y; <Enter>



Mathematical functions

MATLAB has all of the usual mathematical functions:

>> abs(-7) <Enter>
>> sin(pi/2) <Enter>
>> sind(90) <Enter>
>> exp(1) <Enter>
>> log10(1) <Enter>
>> ceil(1.2) <Enter>
>> fix(1.2) <Enter>
>> floor(-1.2) <Enter>

>> rem(20,3) <Enter>
>> round(1.6) <Enter>
>> round(3.122,1) <Enter>
>> sign(-5) <Enter>
>> sqrt(9) <Enter>

fix operation  0 
floor operation  0 
ceil operation  0 



Workspace

The window shows all local
variables and some information
about them.



>> whos <Enter>
>> who <Enter>
>> help <Enter>
>> date <Enter>
>> calendar <Enter>

General functions

>> clc <Enter>
>> clear <Enter>
>> clf <Enter>

General commands

The difference between functions and
commands is that functions usually
return with a value, while commands
tend to change the environment in
some way.



Vectors

MATLAB also handles vectors (generally referred to as

arrays), which are the key to many of its powerful features.

>> x=[1 2 3] <Enter>
>> x=0:10; <Enter>

>> size(x) <Enter>

>> y=2*x <Enter>

>> w= y/x <Enter>
>> length(x) <Enter>
>> sum(x) <Enter>



Matrices

Defining a matrix and different operations can be done as

follow:

>> x=[1 2;2 -1] <Enter>

>> y=[1 3 -1;2 0 1] <Enter>

>> y=y’ <Enter>

>> z= y*x <Enter>

>> x^2 <Enter>



Linear equations

Systems of linear equations are very important in

engineering and scientific analysis.

A simple example is finding the solution to two simultaneous

equations:

x + 2y = 4
2x – y = 3
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Linear equations

Here are two approaches to the solution.

>> a = [1 2; 2 –1]; <Enter>

>> b=[4;3] <Enter>

>> f=a\b <Enter>

f = 
2
1

x + 2y = 4
2x – y = 3
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Linear equations

Another approach is using a built-in

function

>>[x,y]=solve(‘x+2*y=4’ , ‘2*x-y=3’) <Enter>

x =

2

y =

1

x + 2y = 4
2x – y = 3



Creating a program

Shortcut to new m-file editor.



Some rules

A variable name must comply with the following two rules:

 It may consist only of the letters a–z, the digits 0–9, and

the underscore ( _ ).

 It must start with a letter

 It should not contain space

MATLAB is case-sensitive, which means it distinguishes

between upper- and lowercase letters.



Additional vector operations

>> a = 1:0.5:3; <Enter>

>> a = 1:0.5:3.2; <Enter>

>> a = 10:-1:0; <Enter>

>> a([1 2 7]) <Enter>

>> linspace(1,5,7) <Enter>

draw a reasonably nice graph 
of sin(x)

>> x=0:0.1:10; <Enter>
>> y=sin(x); <Enter>

>> plot(x,y); grid <Enter>



>> a = [1 3 5 7]; <Enter>
>> b = [2 4 6 8]; <Enter>

>> x = [a;b]; <Enter>
>> z = [a,b]; <Enter>

>> x2=x(:); <Enter>

>> x=[1:12]; <Enter>
>> reshape(x,3,4); <Enter>
>> reshape(x,2,6); <Enter>

Additional vector operations



Operator precedence

Precedence Operator

1 Parentheses

2 Power, left to right

3 Multiplication and division, left to right

4 Addition and subtraction, left to right

>> 2^(1+2)/3 <Enter>
>> 2^3^2 <Enter>
>> 2^3*3^2 <Enter>



Exercise 1

Create an m-file for plotting a
Gaussian function using specified
characteristics.

Create an m-file for calculating of
standard deviation of following vector
x=[1 2 3 4 1 5 6 7 7 0]


